Capability Statement

WHO WE ARE

All Rubber is a leading supplier of conveyor belting, conveyor products
and rubber lining. We operate in Western Australia and Queensland,
providing industry leading products as well as first-rate services to a wide
range of industries.
Over the years we have worked with many leading Australian companies
and we are proud of our ability to understand and exceed client
expectations, through the delivery of a safe and professional service.

Our philosophy is
simple; we believe
in providing the
best possible
outcomes for our
clients.
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WHO WE ARE
OUR MISSION

It is our mission to
meet and exceed the
needs of our clients by
delivering high quality
conveyor belting,
rubber lining and
services to the
industries of WA
and Queensland.
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EXCELLENCE
Passionate
about our
operations
and strive for
excellence in
delivery.

TRUST
Dependable with
a solution focussed
approach - our
reliability has given
us strong industry
connections and a
loyal customer
base.

TENACITY
Hardworking
and thorough in
our operations,
committed to
our clients and
always prepared
to go the extra
mile.

INTEGRITY
Act with honesty
and integrity in
all our actions.
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BACKGROUND

We’ve been in business for over
50 years and have built up a loyal
client following.
We supply and service a wide range of industries such
as mining, manufacturing, cement, coal fired power
stations, airports, food processing, grain, recycling,
ports and terminals among others.

We now have offices in Malaga and Welshpool
(servicing Greater Perth), Bunbury (servicing the South
West) and Brisbane (servicing QLD and Northern NSW).
We also have brand new offices in Geraldton and
Kalgoorlie servicing the North West and Goldfields
regions of WA.

Our experience over this diverse range of industries
places us in a unique position to provide superior
services to our clients and our business has grown as a
result.

Our full-time staff complement exceeds 115 personnel
of which over 80 are mobile field service technicians
with extensive experience in conveyor belt installation,
rubber lining and conveyor maintenance.
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NEW OFFICES

Our brand-new offices in Kalgoorlie and
Geraldton have been set up to improve our
capacity and capabilities in regional WA.
Jason Walker heads up our Kalgoorlie office with 10 rubber
liners and splicers working in the area and the capacity to
scale up to over 25 workers for larger projects and shutdowns.
Steven Keith heads up our Geraldton office with 5 rubber
liners and splicers servicing this region.
Jason Walker

Steven Keith

Clients will have access to All Rubber’s full range of products
and services from belting and accessories to rubber lining
and materials handling.
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CAPABILITY

Industry leading products coupled
with superior service capabilities.
PRODUCTS

SERVICES

We have our own brand of ‘Eagle’ rubber conveyor belts and
‘Kontex’ lining rubbers which are manufactured to our own
specifications, which exceed national Australian standards.

Our service and installation team are all appropriately
qualified and our equipment is all current, best available and
certified as required.

In addition, we have partnered with world leading
manufacturers in the conveyor industry, enabling us to provide
a full range of conveyor products and accessories.

We can hot join belts up to 3m wide with our vulcanizers and
have the necessary winches, winders, stands and other
equipment for any size belt. We also have enough equipment
to service multiple sites at the same time.

We have distribution agreements in place (some exclusive)
with Flexco, 4B, Weir Minerals (Linatex), Forbo Seigling and
Optibelt and have direct access to many other conveyor
product manufacturers.

Pro Rubber is the rubber lining division of All Rubber and our
facilities includes 2D and 3D waterjet cutters as well as two
autoclaves (3m OD x 9m) for hot curing. With over 25 rubber
liners on site, this is a rapidly growing part of our business.

Our stock holding is significant with over $5m held in our
warehouses, allowing us to immediately satisfy our clients’
needs.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

01
BELTING AND INSTALLATION
Our conveyor belts are the
lifeblood of the businesses we
supply. We provide a range of
options to address all handling
applications as well as
installation, so they are ready
to go as soon as you need
them.

02
CONVEYOR SERVICING
When your system breaks
down, you need it fixed
immediately. We offer an
effective breakdown service
through our experienced
service technicians. We also
conduct routine maintenance
work ensuring machinery is
running at maximum
efficiency.
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CONVEYOR PRODUCTS
We provide a suite of premium
products to compliment your
conveyor belt such as belt
cleaners, idlers and rollers,
skirting systems and dust
suppression. We can assist
with selection of products and
can also help with installation.
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RUBBER LINING
We deliver the highest quality
rubber lining services in our
workshop and on site. This
includes lining of tanks,
chutes, hoppers and various
shaped and sized pipes,
customised gaskets, seals and
loading socks. We also offer
onsite inspection and repairs
with quality assurance.

05
PULLEY LAGGING
Pulley lagging can extend the
life of key conveyor
components, reduce wear,
prevent belt slippage and
prevent the build-up of
transported bulk material. We
provide pulley lagging on site
or at our premises, whichever
is most convenient.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

06
WEAR PRODUCTS
Investing in protective wear
products will maintain the life
of your system. We offer a
range of cured sheeting,
rubber lagging, ceramic
lagging, screening and rubber
adhesives to assist in
protecting your machinery
and reducing overhead costs.
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MATERIALS HANDLING
We offer a comprehensive
range of equipment to cater
for all material handling
applications that can be
supplied quickly and
efficiently using our extensive
stock and partnerships
network. Our experienced
sales team can help you select
the right equipment for your
needs.
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MOBILE CONVEYORS
Our mobile conveyor systems
are among the most efficient
in the industry, both
mechanically and
economically. We provide
powered and gravity
conveyors and can also help
customise a solution to your
mobile conveying needs.
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BUCKET ELEVATORS
Effective bucket elevators
require a combination of high
strength belting attached to
metal or plastic buckets. We
provide an extensive range of
elevator buckets and belts as
well as chain components and
monitoring equipment to a
wide variety of agricultural,
industrial mining and heavyduty industries.
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PVC, PU & TIMING
We provide a versatile range of
different types of PVC and PU
belts. They can be smooth or
embossed and can fit any
longitudinal or latitudinal
profiling in our workshop. We
also provide high performing
drive, synchronous and timing
belt options.
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TESTIMONIALS

CPC Engineering engage All Rubber as our preferred sub-contractor
for projects that involve belt replacements (engineering and design),
project management, procurement, pre-works, site installation and
commissioning.
All Rubber carried out installations for us on 15 sites in the Wheatbelt
area, which were logistically challenging due to the site locations and
short project delivery timeframes.

The All Rubber team executed the project in an extremely
professional manner from start to finish.
All Rubber’s safety management throughout the project was
exceptional, which is aligned with CPC’s safety management systems
and procedures.
I have no hesitation in recommending All Rubber to any company
that requires an extremely professional materials handling company.
Brett Barbarich
Construction Manager
CPC Engineering
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TESTIMONIALS

“All Rubber have been installing and supplying our fabric conveyor belts
for over 20 years. We built a new plant in 2010 where they installed 27
conveyors for us and they’ve been maintaining them ever since.
“They visit our site regularly for maintenance check-ups to ensure our belts
are running smoothly and if I ever ring with a problem, they always get to
the job within a few hours. They’re a bunch of great guys and I know I can
rely on them.”
Colin Greenhow
Deputy Quarry Manager
BGC Quarries

“I wanted to say a huge thank you to your team in Maddington for helping
us out with our emergency belt change last month. A lot of work comes
through our concrete plant in East Perth and when a belt breaks down it
takes a great deal of organising and logistics to get concrete delivered
from our other locations.
“Your team came out the same day and had our belt up and running that
evening. The boys were so easy to deal with and had a great attitude
considering it was a late job. You’re always welcome back to my plant and
if I can ever be of service to your business please call.”
Michael Risteski
Concrete Plant Manager
Hanson
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+61 8 9370 5577
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info@allrubber.com.au
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www.allrubber.com.au

